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TWEETERS
R2904/7000: Pre mium Ring Ra di a tor 4 520 94.5 0.2

D2008/8512: ¾” dome, cham ber, ff 8 800 150@4k 90 0.7

D2010/8513: ¾” dome, cham ber, foam on face plate, ff 8 800 150@4k 90 0.7

D2904/6000-00: 1” dome, neo dym ium mag net, grill 4 750 150@2.7k 90 0.25

D2904/6000-01: 1” dome, neo dym ium mag net 4 750 150@2.7k 90.5 0.25

D2904/9800: 1” alu mi num dome, dif fuser, SD-2, NRC 4 500 160@2.8k 90 0.1

D2905/9300: 1” tex tile dome, cham ber, FF 8 650 150@2.5k 90 0.4

D2905/9500: 1” tex tile dome, NRC, FF 8 550 150@2.5k 90 0.4

D2905/9700: 1” tex tile dome, SD-2, LCD, NRC 8 500 225@2.8k 89.5 0.4

D2905/9900: 1” tex tile dome, SD-2, LCD, NRC, CDD 8 500 225@2.8k 91 0.4

D3806/8200: 1.5” tex tile dome, mid-tweeter, SD 8 450 100@1k 90 0.4

MIDRANGES
12M/4631G: 4.5” slit pa per cone, neo dym ium mag net, R3 4 75 0.33 2.4 40@75 89 3.0

13M/4535: 5” pa per cone full range with grill, SD, R2 4 56 0.26 5 35 90 2.5

13M/8636: 5” Kevlar cone, SD, R 8 77 0.32 3.0 100@300 86.5 1.5

13M/8640: 5” pa per cone, SD, R2 8 64 0.24 2.7 100@300 87.5 1.5

MID/WOOF ERS
15S/8530K-01: Shielded 5” pa per cone, NRCS, SD-1, R3 8 30 0.35 28 60 84.5 6.5

15W/4531G: 5” slit pa per cone, NRCS, SD-1, R3 4 39.5 0.32 16 60 87 6.5

15W/8530K-00: 5” pa per cone, NRCS, SD-1, R3 8 30 0.27 28 60 85.5 6.5

15W/8530K-01: 5” pa per cone, NRCS, SD-1, R3 8 30 0.35 28 60 84.5 6.5

18S/8531G: Shielded, 7” slit pa per cone, SD-1, R3, Glass form 8 28 0.40 59 60 86.5 6.5

18W/4531G: 7" slit pa per cone, SD-1, R3, Glass for mer 4 33 0.35 42 70 90 6.5

18W/8531G: 7” slit pa per cone, SD-1, R3, Glass former 8 28 0.36 59 60 87 6.5

18S/8535: Shielded 7” car bon pa per cone, SD-1, R3 8 26 0.40 72 70 86.5 5.0

18W/8535: 7” car bon pa per cone, SD-1, R3 8 26 0.38 72 70 86.5 5.0

18W/8542: 7” pa per cone, SD, foam surround 8 30 0.22 49 70 89 6.5

18W/8543: 7” poly propy lene cone, SD, R 8 30 0.22 49 70 88.5 6.5

18W/8545: 7” car bon pa per cone, SD-1, R3 8 28 0.27 48 100 88 6.5

18W/8545K: 7” car bon pa per cone, SD-1, R3, Kapton former 8 28 0.28 48 100 87.5 6.5

18W/8546: 7” Kevlar cone, SD-1, R3 8 22 0.19 84 100 88 6.5

WOOFERS
21W/8554: 8” Kevlar cone, SD, Foam surround 8 23 0.22 160 110 90 6.5

21W/8555-00: 8” hard pa per cone, SD-1, R3 8 20 0.31 136 100 87 6.5

21W/8555-01: 8” hard pa per cone, SD-1, R3 8 19 0.26 136 100 87.5 6.5

22W/8851T: 8" hard pa per cone, SD-1, Titanium for mer 8 21 0.25 127 170 88 9.0

25W/8565-00: 10” hard pa per cone, SD-1, R3 8 20 0.41 229 100 88 6.5

25W/8565-01: 10” hard pa per cone, SD-1, R3 8 19 0.34 229 100 88 6.5

26W/8861T: 10" hard pa per cone, SD-1, Ti ta nium for mer 8 19 0.31 234 170 88.5 9.0

Unit A B C D
R2904/7000 104 5.9 30.9 70
D2008/8512 92 3 38 69
D2010/8513 98 5 41 69
D2904/6000-00/01 59.5 3 29 41
D2904/9800 104.5 3 43 74
D2905/9300, 9500, 9700 104.5 3 41 74
D2905/9900 130 5 48 90
D3806/8200 125 4 45 92
12M/4631G 115.5 3 48.4 92
13M/8636, 8640, 4535 130 6 48 100
15S/8530K-01 148 6 77 125

Unit A B C D
15W/... 148 6 71 125
18S/8535 177 4 80 158
18S/8531G 182 5.5 86.2 158
18W/4531G, 8531G 182 5.5 77 156
18W/8535, 8543, 8545/K, 8546 177 4 70 158
21W/8554 222 5 77 192
21W/8555’s 222 5 81 192
22W/8851T 222 7 111 194
25W/8565’s 255 6 86 228
26W/8861T 260 7 124.7 228



R2904/7000  4Ω

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M     94.5dB 
Free air resonance Fs       520 Hz
DC resistance                    3.0 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.01 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              150W@2.7K
Effective cone area           8 cm2

V.C. diameter                    28 mm

V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -
Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.25 / ±1.3mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    2.7 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.4 g
Net weight                         0.13 kg

The R2904/7000 tweeter is the new
flagship tweeter in the Scan-speak line. 
This tweeter incorporates many
innovative design concepts.  

The first notable difference is the use
of a phase plug.  The dome is attached to 
the phase plug, so the radiating area is
now concentrated around the voice coil.  
This offers more control and reduces distortion and loss that occur at the
center of the dome on dome tweeters.  The phase plug also acts as a wave
guide, reducing high frequency cancellations.  A specially designed venting
system uses a needle to cut down on turbulence in the air cavity.  Better
dynamics are achieved by not using ferrofluid, voice coil cooling is
performed by the venting system and conduction through copper rings.  The
new SD-2 neodymium magnet system improves transient response.

The D2905/9700 uses the same hand
coated dome and voice coil of the
D2905/9500, but uses the motor system
of the Revelator.  The Symmetric Drive
technology eliminates almost all
electrical phase shift.  The carefully
machined top plate minimize air noise
and compression. Copper caps act as
heat conductors.  High power handling
is achieved without ferrofluid and
improves micro-dynamic linearity.  The
tweeter has excellent dynamic and
detailing capability.  
TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          89.5dB
Free air resonance Fs       500 Hz
DC resistance                    4.7 Ω
V.C. inductance                0.01 mH
Power                               225W@2.8kHz
Effective cone area           8.5 cm2

V.C. diameter                    28 mm
V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.4/ ±1.5 mm
Air gap flux density           -
BL                                      3.5 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.45 g
Net weight                         0.7 kg
Vas                                    - 
Qms                                   -
Qes                                    -
Qts                                     -

D2905/9700
1” Dome TweeterD2904/9800  4Ω

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          90dB 
Free air resonance Fs       500 Hz
DC resistance                    3.5 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.01 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              160W@2.8K
Effective cone area           8.5 cm2

V.C. diameter                    28 mm
V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.1 / ±1.5 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    2.8 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.50 g
Net weight                         0.7 kg
Vas                                    -
Qms                                   -
Qes                                    -
Qts                                     -

The D2904/9800 is a high-end 1”
aluminum dome tweeter.  The magnet
system uses the Symmetric Drive
technology that almost eliminates
electrical phase shift.  The specially
designed chamber reduces air noise and
compression.  The geometry of the
dome causes the  “break-up” to appear
beyond the audible range.  A specially
designed diffusor is used to equalize the
response in the upper octave.  The
tweeter has a very clear and open sound.  

D2904/6000-01 4Ω

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          90.5dB 
Free air resonance Fs       750 Hz
DC resistance                    3.5 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.02 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              150W@2.7K
Effective cone area           8 cm2

V.C. diameter                    28 mm
V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.25 / ±1.3mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    2.7 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.4 g
Net weight                         0.13 kg
Vas                                    -
Qms                                   -
Qes                                    -
Qts                                     -

The D2904/6000-01 tweeter has a 1”
coated textile dome and a neodymium
magnet system.  This speaker uses a
compact self shielding Symmetric Drive
magnet system, utilizing three powerful
neodymium magnets.  The cavity under
the voice coil is coupled to the chamber
through eight holes in the top plate. 
Pure cotton is used as damping material.  
The textile diaphragm is carefully hand
coated.  The reproduction is very
dynamic and open, with low levels of
compression.  Perfect for A/V.  Also
available with grill as D2904/6000-00.



15W/4531G-00  4Ω

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          87 dB 
Free air resonance Fs       39.5 Hz
DC resistance                    3.4 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.25 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              60W
Effective cone area           95 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm
V.C. height                        
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 & ±9mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    5.7 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        13 g
Net weight                         1.6 kg
Vas                                    16 ltrs
Qms                                   4.6
Qes                                    0.34
Qts                                     0.32

The 15W/4531G-01 is a 5 ½”
Revelator mid/woofer.  It features a
slit-paper uncoated non-resonant cone
and dust cap structure, dynamic linear
suspension, SD-1 magnet system,
“Grasshopper” cast chassis with
maximized air flow, glass fiber voice
coil former and resonance terminating
mounting system.  The 15W/4531G
provides a more extended frequency
response than it’s brothers, but still
fantastic bass down to the mid 50’s in a
vented enclosure.  This version is only
available in 4 ohm.   

This is the newest member of the
Revelator line of speakers using the “slit
cone” technology.  Some of the slits are
used to control cone resonance and the
other set of slits add rigidity.  This
speaker also has the new dynamic linear
suspension for lower compression and
higher linearity.  Every facet of this
driver is designed to reduce resonance in 
all structures.   A neodymium magnet
has been chosen to reduce the depth, yet
increase the magnetic energy.  The short
field length of a neodymium magnet also 
allows this driver to by used for A/V.

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          89dB
Free air resonance Fs       75 Hz
DC resistance                    3.2 Ω
V.C. inductance                0.22 mH
Power                               40W
Effective cone area           49 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm

V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±3/ ±7 mm
Air gap flux density           -
BL                                      5.3 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        6.5 g
Net weight                         0.51 kg

12M/4631G  4Ω
Revelator 4.5” Midrange

The D2905/9900 is our state of the art
tweeter.  This “revelation” is a 1" textile
dome tweeter that will reach new
borders within high-end loudspeaker
drive units.  The new magnet system
with SD caps and rings that eliminate the 
electrical phase shift.  The new chamber
design reduces air noises and
compression.  The 130mm machined
aluminum front plate has more
controlled directivity (down to 2Khz).
The textile dome is hand coated and a
special device is placed behind it to
reduce dynamic compression.  

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          91dB
Free air resonance Fs       500 Hz
DC resistance                    4.7 Ω
V.C. inductance                0.01 mH
Power                               225W@2.8kHz
Effective cone area           8.5 cm2

V.C. diameter                    28 mm

V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.4/ ±1.5 mm
Air gap flux density           -
BL                                      3.5 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.45 g
Net weight                         0.8 kg

D2905/9900
Revelator Dome Tweeter

15W/8530K-00/01

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          85.5/84.5dB 
Free air resonance Fs       30 Hz
DC resistance                    5.8 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.35 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              60W
Effective cone area           95 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm
V.C. height                        
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 & ±9mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    7/6.1 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        13 g
Net weight                         1.6/1.3 kg
Vas                                    28 ltrs
Qms                                   4.9
Qes                                    0.29/0.38
Qts                                     0.27/0.35

The 15W/8530K-01 is a 5 ½”
Revelator mid/woofer.  It features a
non-resonant cone and dust cap
structure, dynamic linear suspension,
SD-1 magnet system, “Grasshopper”
cast chassis with maximized air flow and 
resonance terminating mounting system.  
Less resonance in all structures, lower
compression and higher linearity, faster
termination of excess energy and higher
sound pressure capability make the 15W
have more musical and dynamic
capability  than any other 5 ½” we know
of.  Wonderful bass in a small box! 



18W/4531G-00 4Ω

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          90dB 
Free air resonance Fs       33 Hz
DC resistance                    3.4 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.3 mH
Power                               70W
Effective cone area           150 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm
VC height                          -
Air gap                              -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±1.5 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    5.7 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        17.5 g
Net weight                         1.75 kg
Vas                                    42 ltrs
Qms                                   5.2
Qes                                    0.38
Qts                                     0.35

The 18W/4531G-00 is a 7” Revelator
mid/woofer.  It features a non-resonant
cone and dust cap structure, dynamic
linear suspension, SD-1 magnet system,
“Grasshopper” cast chassis with
maximized air flow and resonance
terminating mounting system.  Less
resonance in all structures, lower
compression and higher linearity, faster
termination of excess energy and higher
sound pressure capability.  The
18W/4531G should have an F3 of about
65Hz sealed and 40Hz vented.

18S/8531G-00

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          87dB 
Free air resonance Fs       27.5 Hz
DC resistance                    5.8 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.35 mH
Power                               70W
Effective cone area           150 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm
VC height                          -
Air gap                              -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±1.5 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    6.7 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        15.5 g
Net weight                         1.75 kg
Vas                                    61 ltrs
Qms                                   5.0
Qes                                    0.39
Qts                                     0.36

The 18W/8531G-00 is a 7” Revelator
mid/woofer.  It features a non-resonant
cone and dust cap structure, dynamic
linear suspension, SD-1 magnet system,
“Grasshopper” cast chassis with
maximized air flow and resonance
terminating mounting system.  Less
resonance in all structures, lower
compression and higher linearity, faster
termination of excess energy and higher
sound pressure capability.  The magnet
system has been shielded for use in A/V
systems.  (Picture is of 18W/8531G)

18W/8531G-00
The 18W/8531G-00 is a 7” Revelator

mid/woofer.  It features a non-resonant
cone and dust cap structure, dynamic
linear suspension, SD-1 magnet system,
“Grasshopper” cast chassis with
maximized air flow and resonance
terminating mounting system.  Less
resonance in all structures, lower
compression and higher linearity, faster
termination of excess energy and higher
sound pressure capability.  The
18W/8531G should have an F3 of about
50Hz sealed and 35Hz vented.

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          87dB 
Free air resonance Fs       27.5 Hz
DC resistance                    5.8 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.35 mH
Power                               70W
Effective cone area           150 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm
VC height                          -
Air gap                              -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±1.5 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    6.7 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        15.5 g
Net weight                         1.75 kg
Vas                                    61 ltrs
Qms                                   5.0
Qes                                    0.39
Qts                                     0.36

22W/8851T
The 22W/8851T is a new addition to

the Revelator line.  This robust 8"
woofer was designed to provide deep
and accurate bass in a small enclosure. 
This woofer features a 2" voice coil on
a titanium former, a low loss linear
suspension and symmetric drive motor.  
The deep set hard paper cone is
attached to the frame with a minimal
reflection rubber surround.  The 9mm
X-max insures good linear travel.

We suggest a 1.2 cubic foot enclosure 
with a 2.5"Ø vent by 8" long for and F3 
of 38Hz.

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          88 dB 
Free air resonance Fs       21 Hz
DC resistance                    6.2 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.35 mH
Power                               170 W
Effective cone area           220 cm2

V.C. diameter                    50 mm
VC height                          -
Air gap                              -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±9 / ±14 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    9.9 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        31 g
Net weight                         3.6 kg
Vas                                    127 ltrs
Qms                                   5.1
Qes                                    0.26
Qts                                     0.25



D2905/9500
1" Dome Tweeter

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          90dB 
Free air resonance Fs       550 Hz
DC resistance                    4.7 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.08 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              150W@2.5K
Effective cone area           8.5 cm2

V.C. diameter                    28 mm
V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.4 / ±1.5 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    3.5 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.45 g
Net weight                         0.7 kg
Vas                                    -
Qms                                   -
Qes                                    -
Qts                                     -

The D2905/9500 is similar to the
D2905/9300, but with non-resonant
chamber.  The optimized polepiece
geometry reduces flow resistance and the 
anti-resonator-plug in the rear chamber
eliminates turbulence.  A light ferrofluid
is used in the air gap to ensure optimal
linear mechanical behavior and minimal
micro-dynamic non-linearity.  This
tweeter has a smooth transparent sound
and very low levels of distortion.  A
perfect choice for any high end system.

D2905/9300
1" Dome Tweeter

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          90dB 
Free air resonance Fs       650 Hz
DC resistance                    4.7 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.08 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              150W@2.5K
Effective cone area           8.5 cm2

V.C. diameter                    28 mm
V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.4 / ±1.5 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    3.5 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.45 g
Net weight                         0.7 kg
Vas                                    -
Qms                                   -
Qes                                    -
Qts                                     -

The D2905/9300 is a 1” textile dome
tweeter with a very flat frequency
response and low distortion.  The
D2905/9300 achieves a lower resonance 
and increased clarity by using several
coatings of damping material on the
dome and chambering behind the dome.
Both these damping factors and the use
of a light magnetic fluid, reduce the
resonances as much as possible, while
reducing compression affects.  this
tweeters linear response and openness
make it a good choice for any system.

D2010/8513

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          90dB 
Free air resonance Fs       800 Hz
DC resistance                    5.7 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.07 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              150W@4K
Effective cone area           3.8 cm2

V.C. diameter                    19 mm
V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.7 / ±1.2 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    2.4 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.25 g
Net weight                         0.4 kg
Vas                                    -
Qms                                   -
Qes                                    -
Qts                                     -

Similar to the D2008, but with several
improvements, a foam impregnated front 
face plate and a lower resonance.
Double chambered 3/4" damped textile
dome tweeter with the same diaphragm
and voice coil as the D2008.

The lower resonance of this driver will 
allow it to be crossed over lower than
most other 3/4" dome tweeters, yet
retain the low distortion and clarity  of a
3/4" dome.  We recommend a steeper
x-over slope be used when the x-over
point is below 3KHz.  

The 26W/8861T is a new addition to
the Revelator line.  This robust 10"
woofer was designed to provide deep
and accurate bass in a small enclosure. 
This woofer features a 2" voice coil on
a titanium former, a low loss linear
suspension and symmetric drive motor.  
The deep set hard paper cone is
attached to the frame with a minimal
reflection rubber surround.  The 9mm
X-max insures good linear travel.

We suggest a 2.75 cubic foot
enclosure with a 3"Ø vent by 9.5" long
for and F3 of 30Hz.

26W/881T

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          88.5 dB 
Free air resonance Fs       19 Hz
DC resistance                    6.2 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.35 mH
Power                               170 W
Effective cone area           320 cm2

V.C. diameter                    50 mm
VC height                          -
Air gap                              -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±9 / ±14 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    9.9 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        43.5 g
Net weight                         3.7 kg
Vas                                    234 ltrs
Qms                                   5.2
Qes                                    0.33
Qts                                     0.31



18W/8535
7" Carbon/Paper Woofer

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          86.5dB 
Free air resonance Fs       26 Hz
DC resistance                    5.8 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.3 mH
Power                               70W
Effective cone area           145 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm
V.C. height                        15 mm
Air gap height                   5 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±5 / ±10 mm
Force factor BL Product    5.7 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        15.5 g
Net weight                         2.5 kg
Vas                                    72 liters
Qms                                   2.50
Qes                                    0.45
Qts                                     0.38

The 18W/8535 woofer features the
SD-1 magnet system which almost
eliminates modulation and dynamic
distortion and reduce clipping when the
drivers is taken beyond linear excursion.  
The carbon fiber filled paper cone is
impregnated and coated to damp
resonance.  The low loss rubber
surround combines dynamic linearity
with low coloration.  The smaller
magnet increases the Qts making this
driver a good choice for a sealed
enclosure.

18S/8535
7" Carbon/Paper Woofer

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          86.5dB 
Free air resonance Fs       26 Hz
DC resistance                    5.8 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.3 mH
Power                               70W
Effective cone area           145 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm
V.C. height                        15 mm
Air gap height                   5 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±5 / ±10 mm
Force factor BL Product    5.6 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        15.5 g
Net weight                         2.5 kg
Vas                                    72 liters
Qms                                   2.50
Qes                                    0.47
Qts                                     0.40

The 18S/8535 is a SHIELDED
woofer designed with the SD-1 magnet
system, which reduces clipping
distortion generated as the drive unit
exceeds its linear excursion.  The carbon 
fibre filled paper cone is impregnated
and coated to damp resonance normally
associated with stiff cones.  The low
loss linear suspension, especially the
rubber surround, combines dynamic
linearity with low coloration.  A 20 liter
sealed enclosure yields an impressive
3dB down point of 45Hz.    

13M/8640

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          87.5dB 
Free air resonance Fs       64 Hz
DC resistance                    5.8 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.1 mH
Power 12db@Hz               100W@300Hz
Effective cone area           48 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38.0 mm
V.C. height                        9 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±1.5 / ±5 mm
Force factor BL Product    6.0 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        4.1 g
Net weight                         1.2 kg
Vas                                    5 liters
Qms                                   2.70
Qes                                    0.27
Qts                                     0.24

This midrange has a very low
resonance frequency for its size and can
be used in an extremely wide band
width.  It features a magnesium cast
frame, paper cone and rubber surround.
The magnet system uses the Scan-speak
Symmetric Drive short circuiting system 
for less distortion and a linear
impedance.  

This driver has a rich full-bodied
sound, detailed and clean, with a natural
tonal balance.  It’s intended uses are
high quality 3-way systems that require
low crossover frequencies.

D3806/8200
1.5" Dome Mid/Tweeter

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          90dB 
Free air resonance Fs       450 Hz
DC resistance                    5.7 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.04 mH
Power 12dB@Hz              100W@1kHz
Effective cone area           14 cm2

V.C. diameter                    38 mm
V.C. height                        -
Air gap height                   -

Lin. & max. excursion       ±0.4 / ±1 mm
Air gap flux density           -
Force factor BL Product    3.8 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        0.90 g
Net weight                         1.2 kg
Vas                                    -
Qms                                   -
Qes                                    -
Qts                                     -

The D3806/8200 is a dome
midrange/tweeter.  The magnet system
incorporates the Symmetric Drive
technology.  The pole piece is vented
and damped by a porous foam pad for
correct tuning and coupling of the rear
chamber.  The surround is partially
covered by a front ring to minimize
distortion and improve phase response. 
The low resonance allows for a low
crossover point.  The frequency response 
in smooth and the tweeter has good
dispersion s.



18W/8545K
7" Carbon fibre Paper Woofer

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          87.5dB 
Free air resonance Fs       28 Hz
DC resistance                    5.5 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.4 mH
Power                                100W
Effective cone area           145 cm2

V.C. diameter                    42 mm
V.C. height                        19 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±10mm
Force factor BL Product    8.2 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        20.5 g
Net weight                         2.4 kg
Vas                                    48 liters
Qms                                   5.20
Qes                                    0.30
Qts                                     0.28

This 7" features the heavily damped
and carbon fibre impregnated paper cone
that dampens resonances normally
associated with stiff cones.  The magnet
system is the new SD-1  system which
eliminates modulation and dynamic
distortion, as well as clipping distortion
created as it exceeds its maximum linear
excursion. The “K” version uses a
non-conducting Kapton voice coil
former, which improves the resolution in
the bass/mid frequencies.  This is also a
good driver for autosound applications. 

18W/8545
7" Carbon fibre Paper Woofer

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          88dB 
Free air resonance Fs       28 Hz
DC resistance                    5.5 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.4 mH
Power                                100W
Effective cone area           145 cm2

V.C. diameter                    42 mm
V.C. height                        19 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±10mm
Force factor BL Product    8.0 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        20 g
Net weight                         2.3 kg
Vas                                    48 liters
Qms                                   2.30
Qes                                    0.30
Qts                                     0.27

This 7" features the heavily damped
and carbon fibre impregnated paper cone 
that dampens resonances normally
associated with stiff cones.  The magnet
system is the new SD-1  system which
eliminates modulation and dynamic
distortion, as well as clipping distortion
created as it exceeds its maximum linear
excursion. These designs all together
make a drive unit with a very “open”
sound with excellent detailing combined
with low coloration and very precise
imaging.  Cast frame, rubber surround.

18W/8542
7" Paper Cone Woofer

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          89dB 
Free air resonance fs        30 Hz
DC resistance                    5.5 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.2 mH
Power                               70W
Effective cone area           143 cm2

V.C. diameter                    42 mm
V.C. height                        19 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±10 mm
Air gap flux density           1.1T
Force factor BL Product    7.8 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        15 g
Net weight                         2.4 kg
Vas                                    49 ltr
Qms                                   1.70
Qes                                    0.26
Qts                                     0.22

This 7" woofer features a coated paper 
cone that delivers very smooth and warm 
reproduction with excellent detailing.  
We recommend this driver for high
quality 2-way systems of bass reflex
design.  This driver has the SD magnet
system, magnesium cast frame,
aluminum former and wire.  The
surround is a double coated foam
material with long term stability.

18W/8543
7" Poly Cone Woofer

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          88.5dB 
Free air resonance fs        30 Hz
DC resistance                    5.5 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.2 mH
Power                               80W
Effective cone area           143 cm2

V.C. diameter                    42 mm
V.C. height                        19 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±10 mm
Air gap flux density           1.1 T
Force factor BL Product    7.8 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        15 g
Net weight                         2.4 kg
Vas                                    49 liters
Qms                                   1.40
Qes                                    0.26
Qts                                     0.22

The 18W/8543 is a Polypropylene
cone woofer, that provides a deep and
tight bass combined with excellent
midrange clarity.  This driver will
perform well in a 2-way bass reflex
system.  The frame is cast magnesium
with a resonance free PVC/rubber
surround.  The long throw all aluminum
voice coil is joined to the basket with a
linear spider.



TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          88 / 88 dB
Free air resonance Fs       20 / 19 Hz
DC resistance                    5.5 Ω
V.C. inductance                0.4 / 0.6 mH
Power                               100W
Effective cone area           330 cm2

V.C. diameter                    42 mm
V.C. height                        19 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±12 mm
BL                                      8.2 / 9.3 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        43 / 47 g
Net weight                         2.6 kg
Vas                                    229 ltr
Qms                                   5.40 / 5.60
Qes                                    0.44 / 0.36
Qts                                     0.41 / 0.34

25W/8565 & 25W/8565-01
This 10" features a very stiff paper

cone, heavily impregnated to reduce
resonance’s normally associated with stiff 
cones.  The magnet system is the new
SD-1  system which eliminates
modulation and dynamic distortion, as
well as clipping distortion created as it
exceeds its maximum linear distortion.
The low-loss rubber surround is designed
for better dynamic capability, detailing
and less compression.  Both the
25W/8565 and 25W/8565-01 will
perform well either sealed or vented.
systems of the highest quality.  

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          87 / 87.5 dB
Free air resonance Fs       20 / 19 Hz
DC resistance                    5.5 Ω
V.C. inductance                0.4 / 0.6 mH
Power                               100W
Effective cone area           220 cm2

V.C. diameter                    42 mm
V.C. height                        19 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±12
mm
BL                                      8.2 / 9.3Tm
Moving mass incl. air        32 / 36 g
Net weight                         2.40 kg
Vas                                    136 ltr
Qms                                   4.50 / 4.80
Qes                                    0.33 / 0.27
Qts                                     0.31 / 0.26

21W/8555 & 21W/8555-01
This 8" features a very stiff paper

cone, heavily impregnated to reduce
resonance’s normally associated with
stiff cones.  The magnet system is the
new SD-1  system which eliminates
modulation and dynamic distortion, as
well as clipping distortion created as it
exceeds its maximum linear distortion.
The low-loss rubber surround is
designed for better dynamic capability,
detailing and less compression.  Both
the 21W/8555 and 21W/8555-01 will
perform well either sealed or vented.

21W/8554
8" Kevlar Woofer

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          90dB 
Free air resonance Fs       23 Hz
DC resistance                    5.5 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.2 mH
Power                               110W
Effective cone area           220 cm2

V.C. diameter                    42 mm
V.C. height                        19 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±10 mm
Force factor BL Product    8.0 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        20.5 g
Net weight                         2.4 kg
Vas                                    160 liters
Qms                                   1.70
Qes                                    0.25
Qts                                     0.22

This 8" cast magnesium/Aluminum
frame woofer features a hand coated cast
Kevlar cone with a hand coated foam
surround.  The magnet system uses the
patented SD copper cap and
symmetrically shaped pole piece for
lower distortion.  The damped cone and
surround offer a good balance between
clarity and tonal balance.  

This driver is fast and accurate even
with the most demanding transients.  A
good choice for any high end system.

18W/8546
7" Kevlar Woofer

TECHNICAL DATA:
Sensitivity 2.83V/1M          88dB 
Free air resonance Fs       22 Hz
DC resistance                    5.5 ohm
V.C. inductance                0.4 mH
Power                               100W
Effective cone area           145 cm2

V.C. diameter                    42 mm
V.C. height                        19 mm
Air gap height                   6 mm

Lin. & max. excursion       ±6.5 / ±10 mm
Force factor BL Product    8.0 Tm
Moving mass incl. air        18.5 g
Net weight                         2.4 kg
Vas                                    84 liters
Qms                                   1.70
Qes                                    0.22
Qts                                     0.19

This new 7" Kevlar cone magnesium
cast frame woofer features the new SD-1 
magnet system, that eliminates
modulation and dynamic distortion, as
well as lowering clipping distortion
caused when the driver exceeds it’s
linear excursion.  The new magnet
system coupled with a new non resonant
low loss linear suspension, gives you a
drive unit with a very “open” sound with 
excellent dynamic range and detailing
combined with low coloration and very
precise imaging.


